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Holly Martins and the Impartial Spectator: The Economics of The Third Man 
 
 The particular malaise that distinguishes film noir as a stylistic articulation makes 
it unusually mobile in its content. From critiques of gender roles to expressions of 
societal dysfunction, this ambiguity is inherently fitting for the visuals that have defined 
it; it would make sense then that one of the most ambiguous areas of study that affects 
every aspect of society, economics, would produce one of the greatest films in noir: The 
Third Man. Much talked about for its take on national identity, occupation, post-war 
depression, and even language, critics have largely overlooked the film’s primary 
purpose of dwelling on the problematic nature of economic theory such as market 
structures and allocation of goods. In the end it presents an unsettling logical disjunction 
for the spectator based on the economic anxieties inherent in the two alternatives. 
 While noir often critiques the American industrial machine and the harsh life of 
the business world, films like Double Indemnity and Chinatown tend to focus more on the 
problematic nature of capitalism for the common man, the inescapable struggle of 
existence within such markets. A typical critique of marketplaces is made by Erik 
Dussere in his article “Out of the Past, into the Supermarket: Consuming Film Noir,” in 
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which he notes that noir is opposed to capitalist structures, using urban settings to show 
the impacts of the system. If we accept Dussere assertion that noir is a debate space more 
than a podium for pedagogy, The Third Man, not Double Indemnity, becomes the ideal 
film for highlighting the problematic nature of economic questions. Yet Dussere, like 
most critics of noir, fails to note the broader picture that Keynesian economics had not 
been the panacea hoped for, from shortages and rationing typical of FDR’s Depression to 
World War II-era markets controlled by brutal Fascist regimes. The Third Man is set in 
the subsequent disillusionment, and provides a space for the viewer to experience the 
ambiguity.   
 The market is central to The Third Man, but in a far broader and more 
comparative sense, namely, the conditions for allocation of scarce resources (which is the 
current definition of economics). Markets have been the focal point of economics since 
Adam Smith introduced his concepts of specialization and production. However, 
differing schools of thought emerged, the Keynesians believing that the enlightened few 
ought to be the judge of the allocation of goods, while free market advocates believed 
that minimal regulation was best at allocating resources. The Keynesian argument was 
that government interference was necessary because a free society sometimes 
misallocates resources. Vaccines under conditions of scarcity in The Third Man is an 
ideal focal point for this debate, because one could argue that government intervention is 
necessary to allow the needy access to life-sustaining goods, much as Vernon Shetley 
argued in Incest and Capital in Chinatown that withholding goods to which the public 
ought to have access was the ultimate crime against humanity. Harry Lime, like Noah 
Cross, is realizing “enormous profits” by manipulating desperately needed supplies 
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(Shetley). This is, at its heart, a question of economic thought, not merely an indictment 
of particular beliefs. 
 Harry Lime operated in a market according to his myopic views: continually 
complaining about the pills that would help him deal with an annoying condition while 
ignoring the deaths that resulted from his greed. A typical Keynesian diagnosis of 
economic behavior would call this the “paradox of thrift” (White, chapter 5), in which 
hoarding had resulted in a stagnant economy. It was necessary to free up the savings, 
make the greedy share. Yet this is not all Harry Lime presents. 
 The Third Man critiques both schools of thought through Harry Lime. The 
viability of Keynesian economics, contrary to Dussere’s insistence that noir takes a 
definite stand against capitalism, is constantly called into question. After all, Harry Lime 
is the most certain, most cheerful man in the film, and he is the one fighting the 
Keynesians. Why is his spirit so ebullient? Because he is fighting corrupt authorities, 
those whom the Keynesians would say were qualified to control the economy. Phillip 
Hanson, in “The Arc of National Confidence and the Birth of Film Noir,” notes that noir 
resulted from a disillusionment with the leadership of the 1930’s, which had begun to 
seem like a “magician’s trick” (Hanson). Indeed, the connection was so strong that 
Hanson notes Borde and Chaumeton traced the rise of noir to a crisis of confidence in 
national leadership. The primary cause was the deception of leaders following Keynesian 
economics, which relies on the public being duped. Namely, to increase aggregate 
demand in the economy (and help it recover), it is necessary to print more money, 
thereby fooling the people into thinking they have more wealth so that they increase their 
spending. These are the deceptive authorities that free-market Lime is fighting, 
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authorities such as Adolph Hitler, who, in the strangest of twists, appears to make a 
cameo in the film as a member of the corrupt police force1 (image a.).  Hitler’s 
homeland was, after all, Austria, and the police’s search tactics resemble Gestapo 
operations (image b.). The film indicts Keynesians as much as it indicts Lime’s operation 
in a free market. 
 Because critics neglect the positive side of Harry Lime, a balanced assessment is 
often lacking. The film is not entirely critical of Harry Lime’s support of the 
interconnected concepts of laissez-faire, Hayekian individualism, and, most important, 
market competition. This is most notably shown in scene on the Ferris wheel. Even if he 
is not entirely forthcoming, he is refreshingly honest about his behavior (unlike 
Calloway, more on that later). Even his dubious misdeeds should be understood in the 
context of there being “no heroes” in the world, as he tells Martins, who, like the viewer, 
tends to be lost in idealized standards in fiction. Lime’s cuckoo speech erases any doubt 
as to what he embodies, because when he promulgates the wonders that resulted from the 
conflicts of Borgia Italy, he is describing perfect competition, in which companies 
compete to produce better goods in order to gain an edge in the market. On the other 
hand, peace and homogeneity produce stagnation that destroys economic and 
technological progress (which are always interconnected). As for those that die at his 
hands, his explanation is nuanced and disarming. The dead are better off dead. Given the 
living conditions and the rampant corruption among authorities, this is not far off the 
mark. Anna was intimidated and used heartlessly by Calloway in the scene immediately 
                                                          
1
 As outrageous as this sounds, I can think of no other reason that the filmmakers would include an actor 
with a Hitler’s signature mustache so soon after the war in a film set in the immediate ruins of the war.  
Also, the filmmakers clearly draw attention to him by having Martins and his companion walk around him, 
placing him in the middle of the frame. 
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preceding this; she has stated that she would rather be dead and that Harry Lime would be 
better off dead than at the mercy of Calloway. Keeping the ruthless nature of Calloway in 
mind, consider Lime’s disposition. While he might have arranged for the informant 
Harbin to be killed (and buried in his place); and in arguably the most tense scene in the 
film, he tells Martins that there is no proof against him “besides you,” to which Martins 
moves toward a metal frame and wraps his arm around it (figure d.); yet it is unclear 
Lime is capable of truly horrible deeds, and he is not entirely remorseless, as his 
treatment of Martins and Anna show throughout the film. He talks jokingly of killing 
Martins, clearly not taking the issue too seriously, and there is no direct evidence of any 
of his misdeeds other than his dilution of the vaccines, which he explains differently. “Be 
reasonable,” Lime tells Martins. Governments are as cynical as Lime is with their 
calculations about the value of human life. Lime’s point is articulated to someone who 
has just seen the authorities behave in this manner. I speak not of Martins, but the viewer, 
who has just watched Anna be denied help on Calloway’s false suspicions (this plays into 
the impartial spectator argument I bring up later). Lime mockingly draws a comparison 
between his plan and government’s five-year plan, a hallmark of government-controlled 
economics after the Keynesian thought. This is the balanced assessment of Harry Lime.   
 Any doubt of Lime’s being an embodiment of free-market economics, and an 
indictment of Keynesian economics, can thus be put aside. Even Lime’s life in the film 
parallels free market economics because he, like the free market, died with the advent of 
Keynesian economics, only to be resurrected parallel to disillusionment with corrupt 
governments. Indeed, the laissez-faire economics that emerged during the time of The 
Third Man was uniquely Harry Lime. Austria, Lime’s ostensible home, was also the 
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home of F.A. Hayek, whose masterpiece of individualism, The Road to Serfdom, was 
published in 1944 in response to the disasters of socialist economics. Individualist free-
market proponents at the time were operating underground, hiding out in the drainage 
systems of the academic world that was still, for the moment, dominated by Marxist and 
Keynesian dogma.  This quickly changed in subsequent years. 
 The new nationalism that emerged was that of Western free markets pitted against 
communist economics. Critics have noted with bewilderment that viewers became 
enamored with Harry Lime, ostensibly a greedy murderer, and enjoyed the subsequent 
radio series that featured him. This bewilderment is partly because critics do not give 
Lime a balanced assessment, as said before, but also partly because national sentiments 
changed in coming years. Critics like John Dern dealt with this issue by claiming that 
radio fundamentally altered Harry Lime’s character. Lime transformed to Robin Hood in 
Dern’s eyes, citing Lime’s justifications and his newfound “gleeful resignation” when his 
plots are foiled (Dern). However, none of this behavior diverges significantly from the 
Harry Lime of the film. He was always cheerful, spends the entire film fighting corrupt 
authorities, and was no more attached to profit in the film than in radio. As for Dern’s 
argument that Harry Lime of the film lived by a subjective Nietzschean moral code, he 
surely had a similar moral code in the radio series when he justified theft from an 
orphanage. The reason for his popularity, then, is not a change in Harry Lime, but a 
change in his audience. With the growing threat of Communism in the world and the rise 
of free markets in the West, Harry Lime became a folk hero fighting the spread of 
Communism, which he directly indicted in the film with mentions of the Proletariat and 
the five-year plan. It could even be said that his individualist moral code was the reason 
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he was popular. 
 Despite individualism’s fight against corruption, the film remained ambiguous on 
it as a sensible alternative. The crisis of confidence continues because, in the end, 
individualism can run amuck as well, and when it does, it is hunted down by the very 
government it indicts. Harry Lime does truly exceed his boundaries, and is hunted by the 
authorities and killed by his own friend for his heartlessness toward those that died as a 
result of his actions. The issue, then, has been presented to the viewer in full.   
 The presentation is merely a vehicle for a more important question that has 
plagued economists as well as moralist for eons. I mentioned before Shetley’s argument 
that the narrative of Chinatown was that essential resources ought to be more accessible.  
Allocation of resources has a deeper, more fundamental moral dilemma. In order for any 
market to work, especially the free market, people in the world need to care about others. 
Adam Smith addressed this in his Theory of Moral Sentiments, discussing empathy and 
thoughtfulness in detail.2 He invoked an imagined third party, which he called the 
impartial spectator. This figure has often occupied the minds of economists who favor 
free markets, most recently Russ Roberts, who, in How Adam Smith can Change Your 
Life, described the impartial spectator as a voice that reminds us that pure self-interest is 
grotesque and that there is something noble and worthy about consideration of others.  
This spectator therefore “sees the morality of our actions clearly” (Roberts), and we see 
morality through him. Morality in economics is empathy, concern with the implications 
of our actions, and the impartial spectator is the viewer of the film. 
 The question for the impartial spectator, the viewer, is whether Lime or Calloway 
                                                          
2
 This was the first book in a trilogy he intended to be a comprehensive look at the nature and existence of 
humanity.  The second in the theory was The Wealth of Nations.  He never wrote the third. 
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feels any true remorse for their victims. Most critics dismiss Lime and glorify Calloway, 
but I think this is a hasty conclusion. Looking back at the Ferris wheel scene, Lime 
clearly empathizes with Martins, and never directly answers questions about Anna, 
though he draws mementos to her on the window (image c.). He might be indifferent to 
those who are not healed by his vaccines, but the government is not much better. On the 
other hand, Calloway is hostile to Martins and Anna and Lime. He has a singular hatred 
for Lime and hunts him even as far as the sewers (image e.). There are hints that other 
tactics of his are unsavory: during the slideshow scene when Calloway is supposedly 
indicting Lime, he admits having “forced” information out of Lime’s friend Harbin, yet 
failing to arrest anyone due to “lack of evidence.” At this point, the zither music takes 
over and the viewer never learns the strength of Calloway’s evidence, only that Martins is 
convinced. Yet Martins himself might only be a tool, as Calloway clearly despises him 
but uses him to find Lime. Finally, when Anna is brought in for the final time, Calloway 
takes her aside and insists she knows something, offering to help her escape Russian 
custody if she tells him. When she does not (because she can’t), Calloway gives her up 
without a second thought. Thus, although neither Lime nor Calloway are presented as 
entirely pure, both live by a code that includes some level of cruelty. 
 As I said, the impartial spectator in The Third Man is the viewer, because Martins 
has the same knowledge the viewer has and discovers the same things the viewer does. 
The film is told almost entirely from the perspective of Martins, who watches Calloway 
and Lime and responds to their tactics in a fairly impartial manner. Martins provides the 
entry point for the moral question, as the viewer is equally indignant at Calloway’s 
Keynesian methods as Lime’s use of resources. Calloway himself bears a remarkable 
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resemblance to John Maynard Keynes, who was a condescending English national hoping 
to control precious resources for the sake of the less fortunate (or so he claimed). Even 
Martins’ tendency to get Calloway’s name wrong is reflective of the fact that the policies 
of Keynes’ followers (“Keynesians”) diverged drastically from those of Keynes. The 
repugnancy of his character has already been established. Yet the viewer is also 
disaffected with Harry Lime, whose opportunistic dealings embody the potential 
problems of individualism. The powerless Martins is trapped in the uncertainty of 
choosing between the two. All he can do is gaze on the evils of others and hope his gaze 
will influence those in power to a better moral code. Martins’ objectivity insures that we 
are impartial spectators because he feels the full brunt of everyone’s suffering, even 
Anna’s (since he is attracted to her), which prevents the viewer from bias toward one 
side. We, like Martins, hope that our gaze is not in vain.  
 Unlike Double Indemnity and Chinatown, which ask us to side with government 
against business or simply be against the free market systems, The Third Man places the 
viewer directly in the problematic quagmire of economic policy, and encourages him to 
turn his gaze on both parties. The true third man in the film is the third party, not Lime 
but the viewer, and the viewer has to ponder the question Lime poses to Martins on the 
Ferris wheel after seeing the workings of the government and the free market at their 
worst: “What do you believe in?” 
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